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Wikipedia's list of clannad anime series is a regular edition DVD compilation of Volume 1, featuring the heroine Nagis Furukawa. The animated series Clannad is based on the visual novel Clannad Japanese visual novel brand Key. The episodes, produced by Kyoto Animation animation studio, are directed by Tatsuya Ishihara, written by Fumihiko Simo, and have the character
design of Kazumi Ikeda, who based the design on the original concept of Itou Hinue. The story tells the story of the main character Tomoya Okazaki, a disgruntled schoolboy whose life changes when he meets a girl a year older than him, named Nagisa Furukawa. The anime series Clannad consists of 24 episodes, 23 of which were originally shown between October 2007 and
March 2008. The last episode was released as original video animation (OVA) on the eighth DVD in July 2008. The anime series was released in a set of eight COBRINI DVDs in Japan, released between December 2007 and July 2008, Pony Canyon, with each compilation containing three episodes. The licensed holding company Sentai Filmworks licensed the anime series
Clannad, and Section23 Films localized and distributed the television series and OVA, starting in the first half of the year, consisting of 12 episodes with English subtitles, Japanese audio and no track in English, which was released in March 2009. The second season's box set, containing the remaining episodes, was released in May 2009. Sentai Filmworks and Section23 Films
released the entire first season, including OVA, in a full set of collections with English dub on June 15, 2010. The sequel to the first anime series, Clannad After Story, produced by the same collaborators as the first series and containing the same cast, adapts the After Story arc from the clannad visual novel, which is a continuation of Nagisa's script. Clannad After Story has 25
episodes, 24 of which aired in Japan between October 2008 and March 2009. The last episode was re-released as an OVA on the eighth DVD in July 2009. The episodes were released on eight TOM compilation DVDs between December 2008 and July 2009. Sentai Filmworks also licensed Clannad After Story and Section23 Movies are localized and distributed by the television
series and OVA, starting with the first half of the season box set with English subtitles released in October 2009. The second season's box set, containing the remaining episodes, was released in December 2009. Sentai Filmworks replayed Clannad After Story with English Dub on April 19, 2011. In addition to the thematic music used for episodes, the rest of the soundtrack for
both anime series was selected from several albums released for the visual novel Clannad, including Clannad Original Soundtrack, Mabinogi, Memento-, Sorarado and Sorarado Append. The cover for Sorarado Append is also visible as the last shot in the first season's video animation finale. This includes insert songs used in episodes of the first season, which include: Kaze no
Sjojo (⾵少⼥, Maiden of the Wind) and Ana, used in the ninth episode, Over (オバ, B) in episode 18, and -Kage Futatsu- (-影⼆つ-, -Two Shadows-), used in episode 22, which is also the main theme of the ending of the visual novel. Clannad Of the 24 episodes scheduled for the release of Kyoto Animation, 23 were shown on television with the first 22 regular episodes, followed by
an additional additional episode. The last episode was released as the original video animation on the eighth DVD on July 16, 2008, and is set in an alternate universe from the anime series in which Tomoy and Tomoyo meet. The OVA episode was viewed on May 31, 2008, for an audience of four hundred people selected via a campaign postcard. The broadcast was first
announced on August 11, 2007 at the TBS Anime Festa, where the first episode was also shown. The episodes aired between October 4, 2007 and March 27, 2008 on the Japanese television network TBS at a ratio of 4:3. The anime was also broadcast at 16:9 between October 26, 2007 and April 4, 2008 on the Japanese television network BS-i. The anime series was released
in a set of eight DVD compilations in Japan, released between December 19, 2007 and July 16, 2008, with each compilation containing three episodes. The Blu-ray Disc Clannad was released on April 30, 2010 in Japan. The licensed holding of Sentai Filmworks licensed the anime series Clannad, and Section23 Films localized and distributed the television series and OVA,
starting with the first half of the season, consisting of 12 episodes with English subtitles, Japanese audio and no track in English, which was released on March 3, 2009. The second season's box set, containing the rest of the episodes, was released on May 5, 2009. The full Clannad box set was released on June 15, 2010, with a new English dub series. Two pieces of music are
used for the episodes: one opening theme and one ending theme. Opening theme - Mag Mell (cuckool mix 2007) (メグメ〜cuckool mix 2007〜) japanese music group Eufonius. This song is a remix of the song Mag Mell (メグメ, Megu Meru), the theme of the discovery used for the original visual novel. In the finale is the theme of Dango Daikazoku (だんご家族, Big Dango Family)
by Japanese singer Chata. Dango Daikadzoku is an adaptation of Nagisa (渚), a theme of Nagisa's character from a visual novel that was also adapted into Chiisan Tenohira (⼩さなてひら, Small Palms), ending with the theme of the arc of the visual novel After History. No. Title: Author of original U.S. broadcast date date 01On Slope Way, where the cherry FlutterTranscrepice
blooms: Sakura Maichiru Sakamichi de (Japanese: 桜舞い散る坂道で)Tatsuya IshiharaFumihiko ShimoOctober 4, 2007 (2007-10-04)March 5, 2009 On the way to Hikarizak High School, Tomoya Okazaki, A third-year student who wants changes in her life meets a strange girl on the hill, talking to her named Nagisa Furukawa. During the day he met many of the main female
characters; Kyo Fujibayashi and her sister Ryo Fujibaashi, amazed by their personalities. Later in the day, Tomoy has a conversation with Nagisa during lunch and learns that she is repeating her final year of high school, due to missing too much due to illness, and wants to join the now disbanded drama club. They're watching a student beat up two guys on a motorcycle. After
school, Tomoya goes to the Nagisa family bakery and meets his eccentric parents, Akio Furukava and Sanai Furukava; he is invited to dine with them. 02First pitchTranscryption: Saisho no Ippo (Japanese: 最初歩)Noryuki KitanoharaFumihiko SimoOctober 11, 2007 (2007-10-11)March 12, 2009 Nagisa admits wanting to restart the dramatic club, and Tomoya helps Nagis to create
recruiting posters (with a great mascot of the dango family) that they place around the school. That day, Tomoy meets two other girls: a strange genius named Kotomy Ichinose, who is difficult to get attention, and the first year named Fouko Ibuki, and he confiscates her carved knife because of her injured hand. Later in the day, Nagisa learns that Tomoya played basketball and
invites him to play the game the next day. However, the next day it rains, and Tomoya, along with his friend, who played football, misses school, staying in the dorm. Worried that Nagisa might be in the rain because of her basketball invitation, Tomaya decides to quit. It emerged that his father, Naoyuki Okazaki, had wounded Tomoya in a fight; As a result, he can no longer play
basketball. As Nagisa regrets, asking, she faints in the rain. 03E times after cryingTranscryption: Namida no Ato ni Me Icido (Japanese: 涙あとにもう度)Yoshiji KigamiFumihiko ShimoOctober 18, 2007 (2007-10-18)March 19, 2009 After the events of the previous night, Tomoya goes to see if Nagisa is okay and learns that she has been physically weak all her life. Returning from
the bakery, Tomaya helps to choose a strange electrician from jam, and he gives Tomaya his card, finding his name yusuke Yoshino; Later, as it turned out, Yusuke is a professional musician in retirement. The next day, Nagisa returns to school and talks to Tomoy, who then returns Foucault with a knife. Tomoya and Youhei discover a baby boar named Botan, who turns out to be
Kyou's pet. After school, Nagisa and Tomoya meet Yukina Miyazawa, a second-year student who is in charge of the library's reference room. Tomoya helps Nagisa gain more self-confidence for the dramatic club by acting as a new member of the club to ask questions. 04Decey Find FriendsTranscryption: Nakama o Sagaso (Japanese: 仲間をさがそう) Tatsuya IshiharaFumihiko
ShimoOctober 25, 2007 (2007-10-25)March 26, 2009 Tomoya works in Foucou again at the school, she tries to invite him to the upcoming wedding ceremony of his older sister, but Tomoya is not interested. Tomaya gets Youhei to help reform the drama club by bribing him with bread from the nagisa family bakery. Nagisa tries to get the help of Kyo and her sister Ryo in reforming
the drama club, and Tomoya even tries to ask Tomoyo Sakagami (after you fight her) and Kotomi if they would like to join; Tomoyo is trying to become president of the student council, and Kotomey does not give an answer. Tomoya and Nagisa later go to Foucault about the club, and he discovers from Nagisa that Foucault, who is allegedly unconscious in the hospital due to a car
accident, is the younger sister of Cuko Ibuki, who was Nagisa's art teacher. 05Decourts with carvingTranscrection: Chocoku no Aru Fyukei (Japanese: 彫刻ある⾵景) Tomoe ArataniFumihiko ShimoNovoNovember 1, 2007 (2007-11-01)April 5, 2009 Tomoya and Nagisa went to meet with Kuko. To help Astral Foucault, Tomoya and Nagisa take her to stay in Nagisa's house and
hold back at the drum club for a while. The Nagisa family helps to cut more starfish out of the tree, and at the school Tomoya and Nagisa help in passing them to students and friend Foucault Mitsui. Later, Foucault talks about how she wanted to attend classes but was never able to. Tomoya arranged with Youhei, Kyou, and Ryou to act as classmates in the very first grade of
Foucault High School, and even Sanai comes to act as a teacher. 06Festival of the founder of the eldest and younger sisterTranscryption: Ane Imato no Syuritsushai (Japanese: 姉と妹創⽴者祭) Norico TakaoFumihiko SimoOcybr 8, 2007 (2007-11-08)April 12, 2009 after Golden Week, Tomoya and Nagisa invite Cuoco to the founder's festival after seeing Kuko's fiance is none
other than Yusuke Yoshino. At the same time, Foucault is handing out more carved starfish to students at the festival, and her fan club helps spread the word about Cuco's wedding as well. Nagisa and Tomoya meet Tomoyo, who wears a bear costume to find people who are in trouble, and manages to knock Youhei out of the window for the girl's anxiety. Cuoco finally comes to
the festival and sees Tomou and Nagisa, but she can't see or hear her sister, who is next to them. 07Star feelingsTranscryption: Hoshigata no Kimoti (Japanese: 星形気持ち)Noriyuki KitanoharaFhiko ShimoNovember 15, 2007 (2007-11-15)19 April 2009 Tomoya and Nagis Kuko convince Fuko that Fuko would like her to marry Yusuke, despite the condition. They spoke to the
school administration after learning that Cuco would like to get married on school grounds. Later, unfortunately, Cuco informs them that Foucault's condition has deteriorated and she may not wake up from a coma. When Tomoya meets Youhei in a hostel, he shares his observation earlier at school that some students can't see Foucault, while others begin to forget about her
existence and the gifts she gave them. TwilightTransscript: Tasogare neither Kaze (Japanese: ⻩昏に消える⾵)Taichi IshidateFumihiko ShimoNovember 22, 2007 (2007-11-22) April 26, 2009 More people from the school can not see Foucault anymore, and now even those who are close to Foucault in the past are beginning to forget about her. First, Youhei forgets after he went to
her hospital, and then Kyou and Ryou. Tomoyo manages to remember with the help of Tomoy however. Later, Youhei manages to remember Foucault for a moment, but is unable to remember anymore. Tomoya and Nagisa buy Foucault's birthday to cheer her up. When they return to the bakery, they discover that Akio has forgotten Foucault, and although Sanae has not
forgotten completely, she can't see her anymore. Tomoya and Nagisa decide to return Foucault to school for now. 09In the end of the dreamTranscryption: Yume no Saigo Made (Japanese: 夢最後まで)Yoshiji KigamiFumi ShimoNovember 29, 2007 (2007-11-29)3 May 2009 Tomoya, Nagisa, and Fuko spend the night at school having a preliminary holiday for Cuco's wedding, as
two and Fuko get closer. The next morning, Tomoya and Nagisa forgot about Foucault and could not see her. Both Tomoya and Nagisa later feel that there is something important that they forget, and finally remember Cuco's wedding, which is also when they can see Foucault again. On the wedding day, initially the only students who arrived were Tomoya, Nagisa and Foucault,
but after the ceremony it was shown that everyone who received a starfish came to the wedding. Cuoco and Yusuke walk around the campus as everyone applauds them. The rumor is still persisting at Foucault's school as a cute girl who constantly works through school. Tomoya believes that someday Foucault will wake up. 10The Girl Genius' ChallengeTransscription: Tensai
Shojo no Chosen (Japanese: 天才少⼥挑戦) Yasuhiro Takemoto Fumoto ShimoDecember 6, 2007 (2007-12-06)May 10, 2009. Tomoya takes her to school and helps her introduce himself to people to make more friends. Tomoya takes Kyo, Rita and Kotomi to the theater room after school, and after a round of introductions Tomoy asks them to join the club. Kyou initially passes for
a chance, but ends up giving in after her sister says she wants to join, and Kotomi joins as well. During the meeting, Kotomy suddenly leaves when he hears someone playing the violin in the next club room. However, when she is offered the chance to play it, she is excruciatingly awful. 11After the school RhapsodyTranscreption: Hyukago no Kyoshokioku (Japanese: 放課後狂想
曲) Tomoe ArataniFumihiko SimoDecbra December 13, 2007 (2007-12-13)17 May 2009 Kotomy is still trying to play the violin, but not improved overall; In short, her game is painful for those who listen. Kyou gets the idea to let Kotomey play at his first violin concerto after for two days, obliging Kotomey to practice at the same time. The day before the concert, Tomoma visits
Kotomy in the school library and eats his delicious homemade apple pie. Soon after, Tomoy falls asleep and has a very strange dream. At the concert, school; including Akio, Sanae and Misae Sagara; the hostess of the hostel Youhei came to listen. Kyu blackmails several students to come with her as a class representative. After all, Kotomey didn't improve at all, and the recital
was still very painful to listen to. When Kotomy and her friends go home, a strange man approaches Kotomy, though he soon leaves; Kotomy was afraid of him. 12Conscoveration: Kakusareta Sekai (Japanese: かくされた世界)Noriko TakaoFumihiko ShimoDecember 20, 2007 (2007-12-20)May 24, 2009 Kotomy returns the violin ri Nishin and becomes friends with her. Kotomy
changes his usual routine and begins to attend classes. Kyo invites Tomoma, Nagis, Kotomi and Ryo to join the group and have fun at the local carnival. While they are on the claw of the crane, Foucault pretends, but no one seems to remember her. The next day, Nagisa runs up to Kyo, thinking that Ryu was in a bus accident, though when they rush to the scene, they believe
that no one was hurt; however, when Kotomy sees an accident, she has an emotional episode and collapses during the scream. Kotomy leaves early in the day, but when Tomoya, Nagisa, Kyus and Ryu go to her later, there is no answer in her house. After they leave, Tomoya returns and encounters a strange man from earlier; he learns that the gentleman is familiar to Kotomey's
parents. Tomoya enters Kotomy's house and finds her in a room with newspaper clippings on the wall, reporting the death of Kotomy's parents. Tomoy finally remembers that he met Kotomy years ago when he was a child. 13Sad memoriesTransscript: Omoide no Niva (Japanese: 思い出庭を)Noriyuki KitanoharaFumi ShimoJanuary 10, 2008 (2008-01-10)May 31, 2009 Tomoya
realizes that he met Kotomy as a child, although only she remembered. At that time, Tomaya often visited Kotomey and was her only friend. Around the same time, Kotoi's birthday, her parents suddenly leave for college. Later that day, Kotomy was inspired by a friend of her parents (a gentleman) and told her that they had died in a plane crash. Kotomy ended up burning his
father's important thesis about discovering another world before anyone could see him. Since then, Tomoya has stopped coming to her home, as Kotomy has dedicated herself to following in her parents' footsteps. While Kotomy closes in his house, Tomoy comes and begins to clean the garden, which is overgrown with grass and herbs. Nagisa, Kiu and Ryo eventually help, too.
After all, Kotomy is happy for everyone's generosity. 14Theoria of totalTaichi IshidateFumi ShimoJanuary 17, 2008 (2008-01-17)7 June 2009 Kotomy goes out of the house to find that Tomoj worked in the garden all night long and fell asleep. When she returns to school, Tomoya, Nagisa, Kyus and Ryu are all waiting for her. The mysterious gentleman she was so afraid of,
believing he wanted to take her parents' thesis, is also there. Kotomy and her friends found out that he was her legal guardian, and that there were never any other copies of the notes for the thesis after all. The envelope kotome burned, and felt so guilty, was actually a catalogue of teddy bears. The gentleman also has a birthday present for her, which is the suitcase of her parents
who survived the plane crash and was passed from hand to hand around the world for years until he found it. Inside is a teddy bear, a gift to Kotomy's request to his parents before they leave, and an affectionate letter. While Kotomy holds a teddy bear, the room is filled with balls of light and she finally put up with the death of her parents. 15Triction: Komatta Mondai (Japanese:
困った問題)Mitsuyoshi YonedaFumihiko Shimo24, 2008 (2008-01-24)June 14, 2009 To help Nagis reform the dramatic club, her friends offer their names to get enough members to qualify, but they still need an adviser with them for the club, leading them to ask Toshio Kurura. However, he should already be an advisor to the choir club, so Nagisa goes to talk to Rea about which
club Kurura should advise. The next day, Nagisa finds a threatening letter in his desk, and Youhei learns that it was Ri Sugisaka's friend who was behind him. After talking to Nagisa about Ri's past, Nagisa decides to abandon reforming the dramatic club, although it doesn't sit well with Youhei and Kyou. Tomoya and Youhei go to Yukine to kill time during school, and Yukine gives
Youhei an idea related to basketball. Later, two judo club captains pester Tomoyo to join. Foucault appears, but does not help much, but Tomoya manages to take Tomoyo with him to get away from the captains. The next day, Youhei approaches Tomoya and Nagis about playing a basketball game to get the choir club to back off, but Tomoya constantly declines his offer. After
school, Tomoya and Nagisa meet Yuhai's younger sister, Mei Sunohara. 163 on 3Ysuhiro TakemotoFumihiko ShimoJanuary 31, 2008 (2008-01-31) June 21, 2009 Mei shows up, she cleans her brother's dirty room, but Misae said she can't stay in the dorm of all youhei boys, so Nagisa offers her to stay in her house while she's in town. Tomoya and Youhei easily get Kyou to help
with the basketball game and she gets pumped after commenting about pairing with the likes of the loser guys. They bring a choir club to watch the game. For half the game, Tomoya and others play against first-year rookies, and manage to lead by eleven points, but then the basketball team switches from their starters and score never. On the latest Tomoye's game manages to
make the last throw thanks to thanks to and win the game. Mei then returns to her hometown. 17 Rooms without anyoneTranscrection: Fuzai no Kekan (Japanese: 不在空間)Naoko YamadaFumihiko ShimoFebruary 7, 2008 (2008-02-07)28 June 2009 After watching a basketball game, the choir club decided to share Koumura with a dramatic club, but the student council would not
allow. Nagisa collapses at school and can't come to school for days. Tomoya then believes that if Tomoyo becomes president of the student council, she can negotiate and revive the dramatic club. During this time, Tomoyo begins to wake up Tomoya and Youhei before class starts so they won't be late anymore. Kyou continues to set situations where Tomoya and Ryou together,
for example, dine together. Yukine tries to help Tomoya with grimoire, and he casts a spell to get locked in the gym equipment room with Kyou, which eventually happens. Kyou doesn't act like her usual own face while in the room, and thinks Tomoya may end up trying to have sex with her. Tonoya cancels the spell, and one of Kyo's classmates opens the door. Tomoya and
Tomoyo begin to walk home after school, but a group of gang members are at the entrance to the school to fight Tomoyo. Foucault temporarily interrupts the fight. After the fight starts, teachers from the school arrive and break it; Tomoya takes the blame for this to protect Tomoyo, sentenced to suspension as a consequence. 18Trescript measures: Gyakuten no Hisakuu
(Japanese: 逆転秘策)Norico TakaoFumihiko SimoFevral 14, 2008 (2008-02-14)July 5, 2009 While Tomoya is suspended from school, Tomoyo continues to come to his house, wake him up, and make his breakfast, although when she tries to ask him about his relationship with Naoyuki, he does not answer her. On Sunday, when Tomoyo makes him lunch, Kotomi, Kyo and Ryo
arrive each, bringing a bunch of food, and even Foucault shows up with food; Tomoya ended up eating everything. Returning to school, he learns how Tomoyo's reputation falls due to rumors about her as the leader of the gang, and arranges Tomoyo to compete with several school sports clubs to improve her reputation. After school, Tomoyo tells Tomoye about his marital status
and how her brother risked his life to keep his parents from divorce, and about wanting to protect cherry blossom trees. Nagisa finally returns to school and is welcomed by her friends. During a tennis match between Tomoyo and a member of the men's tennis club, a stray ball hits Nagisa in the leg, and Tomoya re-protects her, showing everyone how devoted he is to her. Tomoyo
realizes that Tomoy is in love with Nagisa, and Kyo and Ryo burst into tears. Eventually, Tomoyo becomes president of the student council. 19New LifeTranscryption: Atarashii Seikatsu (Japanese: 新しい⽣活)Noriyuki KitanoharaFhiko ShimoFebruary 28, 2008 (2008-02-28)July 12, 2009 The dramatic club finally revived and Koumura together with the choir of the club, thanks to
Tomoyo! The teacher goes to Tomoya's house to ask Naoyuki about his son's future, but Naoyuki says this is what Tomoya has to decide for himself. Seeing Tomoy and Naoyuki, Nagisa invites Tomoy to stay in her house for the time that he takes. Arriving home from school, Tomoya finds several small children in Nagisa's house and learns that Sanae teaches them at school.
Nagisa admits to Tomoy that she feels she has done something really bad to her parents in the past, but she can't remember what it is, and her parents say she must be imagining it. 20Scovery pastTranskrpic: Gymerata Kako (Japanese: 秘められた過去)Taichi IsidatFumihiko SimoMarch 6, 2008 (2008-03-06)July 19, 2009 After hearing Nagisa talk about the story of a girl in an
illusionist world for a play she wants to perform, Tomoya tries to ask Nagisa's parents and Yukine about it (which seems familiar to him), but they don't know a single story like this; Foucault appears unexpectedly. After Akio catches Tom and Nagisa in the barn, he tells them to leave, and then takes Tomo to the side to tell him about what happened in the past. Ten years ago,
Nagisa escaped high temperatures one snowy day, and in the midst of it, her parents had to work, so they left her alone for a couple of hours. When Akio returned, he found that Nagisa had collapsed outside as she waited for their return. Because Nagisa nearly died, both of her parents quit their jobs and their dreams of protecting Nagisa. Akio tells Tomoya not to tell either
Sanae or Nagisa about this story, as he does not want it to start again. Tomoya goes on a picnic with the Nagisa family, and during a baseball game with some local boys Nagisa accidentally confesses his love for Tomoya indirectly. 21Lic to the school festivalTranscryption: Gakuensai ni Mukete (Japanese: 学園祭に向けて)Mitsuyoshi YonedaFumihiko ShimoMarch 13, 2008
(2008-03-13)July 26, 2009 Nagisa and her friends continue to practice for games such as reading the language twisters, choosing which music to use for play, lighting and stage direction. Akio shoots the play on video, and Nagisa finds it very touching, plus it was the first play she ever saw. Tomoya and Akio try to find a script for the play, which Nagisa is going to perform in the
barn, but do not find it. The Drama Club has practice the day before the school festival and it is going well. On the night before the school festival, Nagisa looks for a flashlight in the shed, but stumbles upon several boxes and discovers photos and diaries of his parents' past. 22D shadowTransscription: Cage Futatsu (Japanese: 影⼆つ)Yasuhiro TakemotoFumihiko ShimoMarch
20, 2008 (2008-03-20)2 August 2009 After Nagisa learns about the secret past of her parents, she can not take her mind from the way she destroyed their dreams, becomes emotional and depressed. On the day of the school festival, the whole drama club realizes that Nagisa is not herself, and tries to cheer her up But to no avail. As the play begins, Nagisa breaks down, but with
the support of Akio, who said that his dream as well as Sanae was for Nagis to make her dream come true, Tomoy also assures Nagis, and the play about the Girl in the illusionist world was a huge success! Naoyuky also came to see the play. The next day, when the sun goes down; Tomoya finally confessed his love for Nagisa in the club room. This is a shock to Nagisa, making
her cry tears of joy. Additional Summer VacationsTranscryption: Natsuyasumi no Dekigoto (Japanese: 夏休み出来事) Naoko YamadaFumihiko ShimoMarch 27, 2008 (2008-03-27)August 9, 2009 It is now during the summer holidays, but despite what is now coming out for a few weeks as Tomoya and Nagisa are still very nervous about this and have not done much to progress
their relationship that come as a shock to their friends. May returns for another visit and helps with the bakery. Learning about the current stagnant relationship of Tomoi and Nagisa, May decides to become their personal cupid of love to move forward. May came up with a whole plan that Nagisa is trying to follow, despite the fact that sometimes she is very ashamed. After
Tomoya calls May, she escapes, although Nagisa stops Tomoya from chasing her. With some time left in the same day, Tomoya and Nagisa stroll together, finally holding hands. OVAFriendly World: Tomoyo HeadTranscryption: Mae Hitotsu no Sekai Tomoyo-hen (Japanese: もうひとつ世界 智代編)Noriko TakaoFumihiko SimoJuli 16, 2008 (2008-07-16)August 16, 2009 In an
alternate timeline where Tomoy and Tomoyo meet, Tomoyo becomes president of the student council, but bad rumors start around the school because of Tomoya's poor reputation. Tomoyo gets busy during the school festival, and continues to be so while she tries to save the cherry blossom trees in the city. A male student makes Tomoy realize that he is keeping Tomoyo from
big things, and despite the fact that both sides are reluctant, they part. Time passes as Tomoyo's reputation builds and Tomoya and Youhei look to the side through her many achievements, one of them eventually saving cherry blossom trees for winter. While on his way home after attending his high school graduation ceremony, Tomoya sees Tomoyo waiting for him along a
snow-covered road lined with cherries. They're talking for the first time in months. According to Tomoya, he expects their lives to be separated and they will never be able to come together again, but he is surprised when Tomoyo expresses a desire to be with him again. Tomoya tries to dissuade her from making this choice, but her mind is; she would have preferred to be with him.
Tomoya and Tomoyo become a couple again. Clannad After Story Sequel of the first anime series called Clannad After Story, produced by the same collaborators as the first series and containing the same cast, adapts the After Story arc from the visual novel Clannad, which continuation of Nagisa's script. The second season aired in Japan between October 3, 2008 and March
26, 2009 on TBS at a ratio of 4:3 with 24 episodes. Of the 24 episodes, 22 are regular episodes, 23 is an additional episode, and the last episode is a brief episode showcasing the highlights of the series. Clannad After Story was also broadcast at 16:9, starting on October 24, 2008. The episodes were released on eight TOM COMPILATION DVDs between December 3, 2008 and
July 1, 2009. The eighth volume of the DVD came with an additional original video animation (OVA) episode set in an alternate universe from the anime series where Tomoya and Kyou meet. The OVA episode was viewed on May 24, 2009 for a limited number of people. The licensed holding of Sentai Filmworks licensed the anime series Clannad After Story, and Section23 Films
localized and distributed the television series and OVA, starting in the first half of the year, consisting of 12 episodes with English subtitles, Japanese audio and without English, released on October 20, 2009. The second-half box set containing the remaining episodes was released on December 8, 2009. Sentai Filmworks replayed Clannad After Story with english dub in April
2011. Two pieces of music are used for episodes; one opening theme and one ending theme. The opening theme is Toki o Kizamu Uta (時を刻む唄, A Song to Pass the Time), which goes under the same melody as the onaji Takami e (同じ⾼みへ, To the Same Heights). The ending is the theme of the Torch, and both the opening and ending of the theme are sing by Leah. No.
Title: Director Author Original Broadcast Date 01Pross, late summerTranscryption: Natsu no Ovarian no Sayonara (Japanese: 夏終わりヨナ) Tatsuya Ishihara Michukiyoshi YonedaFumihiko ShimoOctober 3, 2008 (2008-10-03) Tomoya Okazaki dreams of his past as he, his girlfriend Nagisa Furukawa and her mother watch Akio Furukawa play baseball. The summer holidays are
over and the second semester has begun. Akio asks Tomo to form a baseball team for a local game against a nearby shopping district team. Tomoya is able to recruit Kyo Fujibaashi and Kotomi Ichinose from the Drama Club, Yuhei Sunoharu and his younger sister Mei Sunohara, as well as Tomoyo Sakagami, Misae Sagaru and Yusuke Yoshino. Tomoi's team manages to lead
the team early, but Akio's leg is injured by the bat, and Nagisa fills in for his father as a pitcher. The other team is ready towards the end, and it comes down to the final inning, when Tomoya scores an RBI win game. 02Insearch for false loveTranscry: Itsuwari no Ai about Sagasita (Japanese: いつわり愛をさがして)Taichi IshidateFumihiko ShimoOctober 10, 2008 (2008-10-10)
Mei began to worry about her older brother Youhei, as he still has no plan after graduating from high school, and comes to stay in the moment. Based on Youhei's fleeting comment, Tomosya gets ask the girl to impersonate her girlfriend so that May would stop worrying about him. Youhei walks with Tomoya and Nagisa asking Kotomi, Tomoyo, Ryou Fujibayashi, and Yukine
Miyazawa, but no one can help him. Sanay Furukawa eavesdrops on Yuheya's trouble and decides to become his fake girl if it helps push him in the right direction in life. However, you still consider her a big sister, not Nagisa's mother. When Mei meets her brother's so-called girlfriend, Sanae impersonates a student at Tomayi High School. 03Inreconsal HeartsTranscryption:
Surechigau Kokoro (Japanese: すれちがう⼼)Naoko YamadaFumihiko ShimoOctober 17, 2008 (2008-10-17) Youhei and Sanae go out on a date, accompanied by Tomoya, Nagis, and May. However, May still feels that her brother is hopeless even with a trusted girlfriend, and so is still worried about him. May recalls that her brother was much nicer and worried about her in the
past when Mei would get picked up on. In an attempt to provoke a fraternal response from Youhei, May lies about coming to town to meet the guy she loves, and Tomoya later pretends to youhei that he is the right person. Despite the shock in both cases, Youhei says nothing to Mei. Since she can't leave until everything is as they are, May continues to stay for the moment. 04C
same smile⽇と同じ笑顔で as that dayTranscrection: Ano Hi Onaji Egao de (Japanese: あ)mitsuyoshi YonedaFumi ShimoOctober 24, 2008 (2008-10-24) Youhei does not come to class recently, causing anxiety among his friends as well as his sister. Visiting Yukine's library, Tomoya tells how Youhei quit football because of the abuse of old teammates. Tomoya, Nagisa and May
visit a football club and they try to convince them to let Youhei reunite. After the grueling task of recovering footballs, the club will still not allow Yuha to return to the team. While the leader of the football team makes Mei cry and picks on her, Youhei storms and starts beating the entire football club with the help of Tomoya. After the members of the football club leave, Tomoy and
Youhei have another fight about the protection of Mei. Youhei finally admits he was worried about Mei, and the fight is resolved after Nagisa and Mei interject. The next day; after Mei returns home, Tomoya and Yuhay laugh together on the way to school, and Vyhai learns that Sanae is Nagisa's mother. Tomoya later tells himself how he and Yuhay first met. 05Season You have
been toTranskription: Kimi not Ita Kisetsu (Japanese: 君いた季節)Noriyuki KitanoharaFumihiko ShimoOctober 31, 2008 (2008-10-31) Tomoya and Nagisa visit Youhei, and spend some time talking with Misae and Tomoyo, who comes for them. Later, when Tomoy and Nagisa privately talk to Misai about the autumn festival, Tomoya begins to fall asleep. Revealed as Misae was in
her third year of high school, she met a strange boy named Katsuki Shima, who that he could satisfy her one wish in return in return her cheer him up years ago when he was in the hospital. Misae has a boy whom she loves named Igarashi, but who she already has a girlfriend. Igarashi asks Katsuki to tell her this, but he can't tell her directly and starts crying. Misae sees Igarashi
with his girlfriend and understands the truth; she runs away, leaving Katsuki behind. 06All on your sideTranscryption: Sutto Anata no Soba ni (Japanese: ずっとあなたそばに)Kazuya SakamotoFumihiko ShimoNovember 7, 2008 (2008-11-07) After getting more Igarashi, Misae starts to hang out with Katsuki more and begins to fall in love with him. Katsuki sneaks into the school to
see how Misae is coping with his duties as president of the student council. One day Katsuki realizes that by sending to his house with two friends Misae, Saki and Yuki, in fact he is not Katsuki Shima, but a cat, whom the dying Katsuki Shima sent to satisfy the desire of Misa. At the autumn festival, Misae admits that she fell in love with Katsuki, but that night he disappeared
shortly after Misae wished her to always be with her. After Tomoya wakes up, he realizes that the cat showed him all this. Later, everyone goes to the autumn festival. Tomoya takes Nagisa there as their date when the cat and Misae appear. Tomoya tells Misa that Katsuki did not have a chance to tell her. In the night sky there is a ball of light, similar to the one that Katsuki
claimed to possess that supposedly gives one wish. 07E WhereaboutsTransscript: Kanojo no Ibasho (Japanese: 彼⼥居場所)Kazua SakamotoFumihiko ShimoNovember 14, 2008 (2008-11-14) Tomoya, Nagisa, and Youhei discover that Yukine respected the two rival gangs in the city, as it was members of both parties after they suffered. Her older brother Kazuto Miyazawa is the
leader of one of the gangs, and a boy named I comes to her to find his older sister, who apparently meets a guy from the Kazuto gang. Youhei pretends that he is Yukine's brother for being, but the truth is later revealed after Yukine takes Y', along with Tomoya, Nagisa, and Youhei, to the bar where her brother's gang hangs out. Kazuto has been in the hospital since he was
involved in a car accident when he rescued a friend. Heading home, three members of a rival gang have taken Youhei for Kazuto and try to fight him and Tomoy, but Tomoyo intervenes, stopping them alone. 08Valiant FightTransscription: Yaki Aru Tatakai (Japanese: 勇気ある戦い)Taichi IshidateFumi ShimoNovember 21, 2008 (2008-11-21) Tomoyo speaks with Yukine and
others about hearing the police will start to participate if the fight between the two gangs gets even worse. Trying to prevent a major fight because of a misunderstanding, Yukin goes with Tomaya to try to dissuade another gang from fighting, and the leader settles on a fight between him and Yutsin Kazuto's brother. Youhei reluctantly goes to stand behind Kazuto, but incapacitated
along with everyone else after eating Sanae bread. So, Tomoya, did not eat bread, fights with the leader of the opposing gang. Yukine impersonates Kazuto to end the fighting, and finally shows everyone who did not know Kazuto was dead for some time, and his desire was to put an end to the fighting in the city. In the cemetery, Yukine pays homage to her dead brother and a
rival gang joins in when the rivalry is resolved and peace is restored, Tomoya becomes a witness as a ball of light rises into the sky. Later, Yukine then tells Tomoya, Nagisa, and Youhei about the city's legend of the balls of light. 09En Route on the Sloped RoadTransscription: Sakamichi no Toche (Japanese: 坂道途)Noriyuki KitanoharaFumihiko ShimoNovember 28, 2008 (200811-28) Tomoya and his friends are close to graduation, and discuss what they will do after graduation. Kyo wants to be a kindergarten teacher, Ryu hopes to go to nursing school, Kotomy wants to study in America, and Yuhay aspires to become a model. Tomoya still hasn't decided what to do. Nagisa's disease is back, making her unable to go to school and take exams, and she
will have to repeat her final year of high school again unfortunately. Tomoya brought a stuffed dango to Nagisa on her birthday, while their friends come on Christmas Eve. On the day of graduation, when Toshio Komura decided to retire, Tomoya returns home to Nagisa, who wants to walk with him, holding hands. 10Season beginningTranscryption: Hajimari no Kizisu (Japanese:
始まり季節)Naoko YamadaFumihiko ShimoDecember 5, 2008 (2008-12-05) Shortly after its completion, Tomoya decides to be more independent, and works towards this goal, first taking a job in the bakery. Meanwhile, Nagisa has started her new school year, although she makes a few friends, and her attempt to rebuild the dramatic club ends in failure. Tomoya eventually moved
from Nagisa's house to his small apartment; thanks to Ryou, while taking a job as an electrician with Yusuke. After the first day of work, Tooya returns to his new home, completely exhausted, barely awake during dinner with Nagisa. 11Stcastion Of the Promised FounderTranscrime: Yakusokou no Suritsushai (Japanese: 約束創⽴者祭) Mitsuyoshi YonedaFumihiko
ShimoDecember 12, 2008 (2008-12-12) Work has its ups and downs for Tomoya. He doesn't want his boss to know he has an injured shoulder, fearing he'll lose his new job. Yusuke keeps Tomoy's physical disability a secret. Tomoya promises Nagisa that he will join her at the Founder Festival, but the work becomes busy, and while his fellow employees would cover him, he
wanted to prove his worth. He is late for a date and starts too busy to maintain a healthy relationship with Nagisa; though she understands it. Deciding his responsibility, Tooya gets respect with his colleagues and settles in his work. 12Constoped EventsTranscryption: Totsuzen no Dekigoto (Japanese: 突然出来事)Noriko SimoDkabr 19, 19, (2008-12-19) Yusuke tells Tomoya a
little about his past and how he met Cuco Ibuki in high school. After graduating from university, Yusuke went on to become a successful singer-songwriter, but eventually it all collapsed and he started taking drugs. When he returned to the city and saw Cuco again for the first time in years, he wished he had continued to sing for her. The exciting news is that Tomoye was offered a
new position as a manager in a large company, but the deal fell through when his father Naoyuki Okazaki was arrested at the wrong time. Tomoy is furious that his father is still ruining his life. Nagisa manages to calm him down from harm. Tomoya finally proposes to Nagisa, and she agrees. 13GraduationTranscription: Sotsugy (Japanese: 卒業)Kazuya SakamotoFumihiko
ShimoJanuary 8, 2009 (2009-01-08) Tomoya tries to convince Akio to talk to him about his decision to marry Nagis. Akio, however, will only talk to him if he can get a decent hit with a baseball game. Tomoya continues to practice hitting the ball, even during a heavy downpour, until he gets well enough to face Akio again. He finally gets home to run, and runs to Akio to ask him to
let Nagisa be with him, to which Akio agrees. Months later, Christmas comes, and as Nagisa turns 20, she has her first sake drink; when she is drunk, she accuses Tomoy of attracting Sana. Nagisa fever rises again, leaving it missing from school, but not enough to repeat another year. Soon Tomoya organizes with some of his friends and previous classmates, including Koumura,
to gather at school and celebrate Nagis's graduation. Nagisa receives a diploma and, finally, graduates. They later notify Naoyuki and he congratulates them. Tomoya and Nagisa marry after that, walking on the hill of cherry blossoms. 14New familyTranscryptation: Atarashii Kazoku (Japanese: 新しい家族)Taichi IshidateFumi ShimoJanuary 15, 2009 (2009-01-15) Tomoya and
Nagisa Okazaki are currently married couple living together. Nagisa tries to find a job and starts working as a waitress in a newly opened family restaurant with Rie Nishin and Suishaka near the school hill. Tomoya and Akio inspire Nagisa at work and scare off a couple of clients who hit Nagisa. Back home, Nagisa tells Tomay that the old school building they went to will be
demolished. Knowing that the drama club was in an old building, Tomoya goes crazy and admits that he is uncomfortable with all the changes taking place in their city. Tomoya and Nagisa to care for their parents, then Sanae tells them Nagisa is most likely pregnant! At first Akio is angry with Tom, but then congratulates him. 15In the remnants of summerTranscryption: Natsu no
Nagori ni (Japanese: 夏名残に)Noriyuki KitanoharaFumi ShimoJanuary 22, 2009 (2009-01-22) All congratulate Tomoya on becoming a father soon. Nagisa is becoming more bedridden morning sickness. Nagisa wants to give at home, so Sanae introduces Yagi, a midwife who must assist in the delivery. Sanae later tells Toma that childbirth will be difficult because of Nagisa's
weak physique and may even put Nagisa's life at risk, so they may have to choose an abortion. However, Sanai leaves the choice up to Tomoya and Nagis. Nagisa learns about her mother's worries, but she decides to go through it with the birth of a child. Akio takes Tomoy to the meadow and tells him more about the day when Nagisa almost died. Akio carried Nagis to the
meadow and prayed for her life, and Nagisa miraculously regained consciousness. Akio tells Tomoya that while many painful and difficult things will happen, he and Sanai will always be there for Tomoya and Nagis, as they are a family. Tomoya and Nagisa will walk along the river and decide on the name of Usio for their child. 16White DarknessTransscript: Shiroy Yami
(Japanese: ⽩い闇)Naoko YamadaFumihiko ShimoJanuary 29, 2009 (2009-01-29) Winter comes as Nagisa enters the last months of her pregnancy and some friends come for New Year's Eve. When Kotomy talks about his study The Other World, Tomoya spontaneously recalls Nagisa's play. On a hard snowy day, Nagisa falls ill again and goes to work two weeks early. Tomoya
and her family, unable to transport her to the hospital on time, is forced to have her give birth at home. After an agonizing process, Nagisa successfully gives birth to her daughter, Usio, but childbirth and her illness combined negatively affect her, and Nagisa dies a few minutes after seeing her newborn baby. Tomoya, who stayed by her side all the time, did not take a sudden turn
of events well. His dream of raising a daughter as a family is shattered. 17 Years: Natsujikan (Japanese: 夏時間) Mitsuyoshi YonedaFhikoumi ShimoFebruary 5, 2009 (2009-02-05) Five years after Tomoya left Usio with Akio and Sanay, he spends his days of overwork and spending money on smoking and drinking. One day Tomoya and Sanai go out together in the city, and she
asks him to go with them on a family trip; after Sanae continues to ask him, he agrees. On the day of the trip, he discovers that both Akio and Sanae have left him alone with Usio. They spend the next day and night together, but Tomieu is difficult to connect with a small child. After Akio and Sanae have yet to show up, Tomoya asks Usio if she is ready to travel anyway, even if it
was only with someone like him. The two decide to take the trip on their own and as they go, Tomoya wonders where they are going. 18Cons of EarthTranscryption: Daichi no Hate (Japanese:果て地) Noriko TakaoFumihiko ShimoFebruary 12, 2009 (2009-02-12) During the trip Tomoya buys toy robots with which he chooses for Usio to play with him after their arrival in the
countryside. The next day, after staying in a hotel the night before, Tomoya and Usio stroll around the area and meet a field of flowers. Usio plays field like Tomoy's watch, but Ushio soon loses the robot in the field; they try to look for it, but to no avail. Remembering something from his past, Tomoya goes to another area and meets his grandmother Shino Okazaki, his father's
mother. She tells Tomoya how he came here with his father shortly after the death of his mother Atsuko Okazaki, and how his father worked very hard to support him over the years. Tomoya finally comes to terms with Naoyuki that he is not a bad father. When they return to the field where Usio is, she still can't find the robot, and doesn't want to stop looking because it was the first
thing her father ever gave her. Tomoya is aware of his previous mistakes and vows to go out of his way for Usio from now on, who is very happy with the prospect of being with his father. On the way home, Tomoya begins to tell Usio about Nagis for the first time, but the memories of Nagis make him break. After being comforted by Usio, Tomoya realizes how important these two
are to each other, and finally accepts his role as Usio's father. 19Road hometransscript: Ieji (Japanese: 家路)Kazua SakamotoFumihiko ShimoFebruary 19, 2009 (2009-02-19) Tomoya and Ushio returned from a trip together. After spending the night with Nagisa's parents, they go to Tomoi's apartment, where they will both live from now on. Some time later, Tomoya takes a day off
from work and they meet cuo Yoshiino, whose sister Fouco Ibuki has finally been discharged from the hospital. After that, Tomoya and Usio visit Naoyuki. Tomoye manages to convince his father to return to the village with his mother Shino. While Tomoya and Usio happily say goodbye to Naoyuki now that his father's role is over, a ball of light appears and is absorbed by Tomoya,
while only he is noticed by Usio. 20The Tidal Breeze's MischiefTranscrepration: Shiokaze no Tawamure (Japanese: 汐⾵戯れ)Taichi IshidateFumihiko ShimoFebruary 26, 2009 (2009-02-26) When Tomoya brings Ushio to school, he meets his teacher, who is none other than Kyou seeing Botan his pet boar, and the two soon reacquaint himself. After that, Tomoya goes to work,
and Yusuke asks him Foucault to play with Usio, as they become friends eventually, and Tomoya agrees. When it's time to sleep, Tomoya uses the song Dango Daikazoku to put Usio to sleep. Foucault arrives at Tomoa's house to play until the evening when she returns home when she reminds him of Nagis. The next day, Kyo tells Too about the annual sports day at the school,
which will also be attended by parents. He is reluctant about it, but Ushio encourages him, which forces him to change his mind. One evening, Usio walks to the new hospital and meets Foucault on the way. When the latter asks why she is doing this, Usio says it for no real reason. The next day Tomoya was preparing to meet at Furukawa Bakery when Usio was suddenly struck
by a fever, shock of others. 21Conec of LightTranscryption: Sekai no Ovari (Japanese: 世界終わり)Noriyuki KitanoharaFhiko ShimoMarch 5, 2009 (2009-03-05) Usio has the same disease as Nagisa and Tomoya decides to stay home to take care of her. In the event that he had to leave the house, he called on both Akio and Sanae to take his place. Ushayo asks Tomo that she
wants to go on a trip like last time, but he tells her that it will happen as soon as she gets better. After Tomoya leaves work, Yusuke wishes him luck. Akio offers Tomoy some money, but he refuses his kindness, and Akio declares that every person has something to protect. Tomoya believes that the life of Nagisa and Usio is somehow connected with the change in the city. After a
few months comes winter and then Christmas. Usio's fever still doesn't subside, and Tomoya seems to be getting sick and hallucinating the illusory world. Usio once again asks Tom about to go on a journey, and he eventually agrees to think that he will not be able to fulfill another promised wish. After they leave the house and the snow begins (remembering Nagisa's death), Usio's
fever worsens, and dies calmly and calmly in Tomoya's arms immediately after she told her father that she loved him. Soon after, Tomoy collapses with grief and allegedly dies of shock, then something strange happens. 22 Small palmsTranskription: Chiisana Tenohira (Japanese: ⼩さな⼿ひら)Naoko YamadaFumihiko SimoMarch 12, 2009 (2009-03-12) After failing to create an
aircraft to travel to an alternate world, a girl in an illusionist world dies in the snow, and an unwanted robot, created by a girl, regrets her take the journey. The girl can finally hear the robot, and tells him that they once existed in another world. As she buzzes the melody of Dango Daikazoku, the illusory world begins to fade. As the robot is swept away, the girl calls him Dad and
disappears with the world. On the school hill the day Tomoya first met Nagisa, he and the robot became one of them, he calls za Nagisa, hugs her, and she's glad he did. Nagisa brings Tomoya back in time, the events before Usio's birth remain the same, and together the voices of Tomoe and the robot mark the end of his long journey. Tomoya wakes up to the birth of Usio, but
this time Nagisa miraculously survives. After Nagisa watches Tomoya give Usio his first bath, she and Tomoya see countless balls of light floating around the city outside the window. They both sing Usio, and since then Tomoy and Nagisa take on a happy life, raising their daughter as a family, finally free from the cursed fate. Five years later, Foucault and Cuoco go to a new
hospital to be examined. Foucault goes into the woods and notices a girl from the Illusion World sleeping under a tree. When it approaches, it turns out that Ushayo; Foucault says she would like to be friends and that the fun is just beginning. Additional Event from one year Ichinen Mae no Dekigoto (Japanese: q年前出来事)Mitsuyoshi YonedaFumi ShimoMarch 19, 2009 (2009-0319) A year before the events of the beginning of history, Tomoya begins his second year in high school, while Nagisa begins her third year. Nagisa has problems with friends as usual, while Tomoya and Youhei are busy being offenders and carrying out pranks on Kyou, and inadvertently Nagisa, the account. After Nagisa was knocked out by a falling metal pan, which Tomaya and
Yuhay created as a prank for freshmen, Nagisa's classmate finally finds an opportunity to talk to her, and they become friends. Nagisa holds the banner from the prank, one with a message to instill confidence, written by Tomoy, because she feels she has ascribed to her to make a new friend. SummaryAd Green TreeTranscryption: Midori no Ki no Shita de (Japanese: 緑樹下で) March 26, 2009 (2009-03-26) Tomoya tells Usio about past events that have occurred since he first met Nagisa, until after the birth of Ushi and Naygis does not survive. When Usio falls asleep during the history, Tomoy begins to remember quite clearly the more tragic coincidence of circumstances, a reality that did not occur thanks to the efforts of the girl in the illusory world, but
of which he has a clear memory. At the end of this retelling, Tomoya, with Ushio and Foucault, who both sleep, are shown under a tree now with a picnic. Usio wakes up just before Nagisa calls the three of them, saying it's time to go home. OVAFriendly World: Kyou HeadTranskripation: Meo Hitotsu no Sekai Kyo-hen (Japanese: もうひとつ) 世界 杏編 Noriko Takao Fumihiko
ShimoJuly 1, 2009 (2009-07-01) In an alternate timeline, Rita confesses his love for Tomoye, and they both begin dating. However, Tomoy soon notices that Kyus is behaving strangely, and confronts her. Kyou admits that she is also in love with him, but never confessed because she was too scared to risk being rejected or offended by Ryou's feelings. This creates an uneasy
love triangle between Tomoya, Kyo, and Ryou, resulting in Tomoya finally admitting that he loves Kyou. Ryou, already knowing that Tomoya loves Kyou more, encourages Kyou to work up the courage to confess. Ryo breaks up with Tomoy without offense, wanting to cherish both good and painful memories that they had together. Tomoya and Kyo officially become a couple. Links
to b c c d e News updates for Clannad anime on the official TBS website (in Japanese). Kyoto Animation. Received on October 20, 2007. b ADV Films for the distribution of anime for Sentai film factories. Anime news network. October 20, 2008. Received on November 8, 2008. A b Half Season Princess Resurrection, Clannad sets are planned. Anime news network. January 12,
2009. Received on January 13, 2009. b Section23 Films Adds Papillion Rose, La Korda Doro. Anime news network. March 19, 2010. Received on May 18, 2010. a b Sentai Filmworks adds Clannad After Story, Ghost He is My Master. Аниме-сеть новостей. Июль Июль Received on 28 July 2009. Section23 Films announces April Slate. Anime news network. January 17, 2011.
Received on January 17, 2011. The official website is a list of tv episodes (in Japanese). Kyoto Animation. Received on October 5, 2007. Clannad Blu-ray Box (Japanese). Amazon.co.jp. received on May 9, 2010. Clannad with subtitles. The anime network. Archive from the original on February 27, 2009. Received on November 1, 2015. Clannad After The Story OF the TV Sequel
will be announced. Anime news network. March 27, 2008. Received on March 27, 2008. Clannad After story the last DVD to include Kyou Arc. Anime news network. April 12, 2009. Received on April 12, 2009. Sentai Filmworks adds Clannad anime movie with Dub, Sub. Anime news network. November 13, 2010. Received on November 14, 2010. News (in Japanese). Kyoto
Animation. Received on February 15, 2013. External links Official site of anime Clannad (in Japanese) The official site Clannad After Story (in Japanese) is extracted from the
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